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America in Italy examines the influence of the American political experience on the imagination of Italian political thinkers between the late
eighteenth century and the unification of Italy in the 1860s. Axel Körner shows how Italian political thought was shaped by debates about the
American Revolution and the U.S. Constitution, but he focuses on the important distinction that while European interest in developments
across the Atlantic was keen, this attention was not blind admiration. Rather, America became a sounding board for the critical assessment of
societal changes at home. Many Italians did not think the United States had lessons to teach them and often concluded that life across the
Atlantic was not just different but in many respects also objectionable. In America, utopia and dystopia seemed to live side by side, and Italian
references to the United States were frequently in support of progressive or reactionary causes. Political thinkers including Cesare Balbo,
Carlo Cattaneo, Giuseppe Mazzini, and Antonio Rosmini used the United States to shed light on the course of their nation's political
resurgence. Concepts from Montesquieu, Rousseau, and Vico served to evaluate what Italians discovered about America. Ideas about
American "domestic manners" were reflected and conveyed through works of ballet, literature, opera, and satire. Transcending boundaries
between intellectual and cultural history, America in Italy is the first book-length examination of the influence of America's political formation
on modern Italian political thought.
Poetry. Lewis Turco is one of the most original and diversely talented Italian American poets. What a pleasure to read him in two languages
at once -- his own zesty English and an Italian translation (Dana Gioia). A BOOK OF FEARS is literally that: each poem is named after a fear.
For example Eratophobia The Fear of Poetry: Dear Cousin, she wrote, Thanks / for the book of poems. I must admit / that I haven't opened
them. It's a source / of pride to me to have a poet in the family, / but I'm afraid I won't understand // the poems and I'll feel stupid. Founder of
the Poetry Center of Cleveland in 1962 at what is now Cleveland State University, Lewis Turco also founded the Program in Writing Arts at
S.U.N.Y. Oswego in 1968, directing it for the next 27 years. His last book, SHAKING THE FAMILY TREE, A REMEBRANCE is also out of
Bordighera and is avaialble from SPD. Translated into Italian by Joseph Alessia, a poet and teacher who is currently professor of Italian and
Spanish, also at S.U.N.Y. Oswego.
“La ricerca della felicità venne aggiunta da Thomas Jefferson ai diritti inalienabili (vita, libertà) nella Dichiarazione di indipendenza americana
del 1776. Ma quella felicità, oggetto del desiderio, non veniva definita: aveva a che fare con Dio o lo sostituiva? Era nella natura? Era
individuale o collettiva? Valeva anche per i neri? Che fare quando la si fosse trovata? Ogni mezzo era valido, nella caccia al tesoro?”In cento
storie, ballate e leggende, un testimone curioso e appassionato racconta la sua America, dove tutti sono condannati a cercare la felicità – e
qualcuno la trova.
Nonfiction. "For those of us who have followed Lewis Turco's inventive and engaging poems over the years, SHAKING THE FAMILY TREE is
a welcome revelation. His reminiscences of youth and family offer warmth and insights into a body of work that tracks his coming to terms
with a heritage and legacy of veracity. One can see one's own self in the events and situations he so carefully describes. For those who may
be introduced to Turco by these accounts, they offer a valuable guide to an always lively, changing, and challenging writer" -Jerome Mazzaro,
University of California, Davis.
With writings that span more than thirty-five years, American Woman, Italian Style is a rich collection of essays that fleshes out the realities of
today's Italian American women and explores the myriad ways they continue to add to the American experience. The status of modern ItalianAmerican women in the United States isnoteworthy: their quiet and continued growth into respected positions in the professional worlds of
law and medicine surpasses the success achieved in that of the general population-so too does their educational attainment and
income.Contributions include Donna Gabaccia on the oral-to-written history of cookbooks, Carol Helstosky on the Tradition of Invention, an
interview with Sandra Gilbert, Paul Levitt's look at Lucy Mancini as a metaphor for the modern world, William Egelman's survey of women's
work patterns, and Edvige Giunta on the importance of a selfconscious understanding of memory. There are explorations of Jewish-Italian
intermarriages and interpretations of entrepreneurship in Milwaukee. Readers will find challenges to common assumptions and stereotypes,
departures from normal samplings, and springboards to further research.American Woman, Italian Style: Italian Americana's Best Writings on
Women offers unique insights into issues of gender and ethnicity and is a voice for the less heard and less seen side of the Italian-American
experience from immigrant times to the present. Instead of seeking consensus or ideological orthodoxy, this collectionbrings together writers
with a wide range of backgrounds, outlooks, ideas, and experiences. It is an impressive postmodern collection for interdisciplinary studies: a
book and a look about being and becoming an American.
Nel corso del Risorgimento e nei primi decenni dell’Italia unita il discorso sulla famiglia si è spesso intrecciato con quello sulla nazione. Dopo
il saggio introduttivo di Ilaria Porciani, che ricostruisce la specificità italiana inquadrandola nel più ampio contesto europeo e nordamericano,
vengono qui presentati otto casi esemplari, rappresentativi di varie situazioni e regioni d’Italia, in cui si esplorano modelli e pratiche sociali.

The struggle in projects, ideas and symbols between the strongest Communist Party in the West and an anti-communist and proWestern government coalition was the most peculiar founding element of Italian democratic political system after World War II.
Communism and anti-Communism in early Cold War Italy enlightens new aspects of and players of the anti-Communist ‘front’. It
takes into account the role of cultural associations, newspapers and the popular press in the selection and diffusion of critical
judgements and images of Communism, highlighting a dimension that explains the force and the diffusion of anti-communist
opinions in Italy after 1989 and the crisis of traditional parties. The author also places the case of Italian cold-war anti-communism
in an international context for the first time.
Profili giuridici ed economici del bilancio d'esercizio delle società di capitali (corporations) operanti negli Stati Uniti d'America.
Vengono delineate le norme federali e statali applicabili, i principali principi contabili U.S. Gaap, e le problematiche che si
riscontrano tra le società quotate (public company) e società non quotate. Inoltre viene trattato il bilancio d'esercizio, nell'Unione
Indiana, la Rep. Popolare Cinese e la Svizzera. Legal and economic profile of the financial statements about the corporations
operating in the United States of America . This book outline the applicable federal and state Acts, Statutes and regulations, the
main US GAAP accounting standards, and the problems that exist between the listed companies (public company) and non-listed
companies . Also it is outlined the financial statements in the Indian Union, in the Popular Rep. of China and Switzerland.
This book analyzes the spread of American female consumer culture to Italy and its influence on Italian women in the postwar and
Cold War periods, eras marked by the political, economic, social, and cultural battle between the United States and Soviet Union.
Focusing on various aspects of this culture—beauty and hygiene products, refrigerators, and department stores, as well as
shopping and magazine models—the book examines the reasons for and the methods of American female consumer culture’s
arrival in Italy, the democratic, consumer capitalist messages its products sought to “sell” to Italian women, and how Italian
women themselves reacted to this new cultural presence in their everyday lives. Did Italian women become the American Mrs.
Consumer? As such, the book illustrates how the modern, consuming American woman became a significant figure not only in
Italy’s postwar recovery and transformation, but also in the international and domestic cultural and social contests for the hearts
and minds of Italian women.
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The exhibition entitled “The Masters of Byssus, Silk and Linen” (13-22 May, 2017; Rectorate Palace, Sapienza University of
Rome) intends to highlight the way in which, by processing raw materials, high quality fabrics can be achieved, which are then
embellished by the weaver’s hand, as it was done in ancient times with silk and linen and is still practiced today with byssus. The
unwoven fibers and/or fabrics were dyed in order to add extra beauty to the fabric. The exhibition, organized by the Commodity
Science Museum, the Chemistry Museum “Primo Levi” and the “Polo Museale Sapienza” (PMS), with the collaboration of the
Cultural Association “Visioni e Illusioni”, with the patronage of the Polish Institute of Rome, intends to highlight the additional value
of fabrics when they are processed by the Artists, who are better defined as Masters of Byssus, Silk and Linen.
This rigorously compiled A-Z volume offers rich, readable coverage of the diverse forms of post-1945 Italian culture. With over 900
entries by international contributors, this volume is genuinely interdisciplinary in character, treating traditional political, economic,
and legal concerns, with a particular emphasis on neglected areas of popular culture. Entries range from short definitions, histories
or biographies to longer overviews covering themes, movements, institutions and personalities, from advertising to fascism, and
Pirelli to Zeffirelli. The Encyclopedia aims to inform and inspire both teachers and students in the following fields: *Italian language
and literature *Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences *European Studies *Media and Cultural Studies *Business and Management
*Art and Design It is extensively cross-referenced, has a thematic contents list and suggestions for further reading.
This volume is a compilation of memoirs and poems of the author and his Sicilian immigrant family.
L’America contemporanea è un luogo leggendario per i lettori di tutto il mondo. Giulio D’Antona ha deciso di esplorarla, per raccontare come
funziona il più importante mercato editoriale del pianeta, un’industria culturale che ancora influenza in maniera profonda il nostro
immaginario. Per farlo è andato a intervistare scrittori celebri e laconici ed esordienti disillusi ma logorroici, agenti ricchissimi e editor
scoraggiati dalla crisi, librai che raccontano di epoche d’oro e geniali redattori di riviste universitarie... Da Teju Cole a Jennifer Egan, da Lorin
Stein a Jonathan Lethem, dall’università dove insegnava Wallace al bar dove scrive Nathan Englander, D’Antona ci porta sulle strade
d’America con lunghi tour a piedi, trasvolate dall’East alla West Coast, i mitici pullman Greyhound, per accompagnarci negli attici di
Manhattan e nelle tavole calde del Midwest, compiendo con noi quel pellegrinaggio che ogni fedele di questa Mecca pop della letteratura
dovrebbe fare almeno una volta nella vita.Con un’introduzione di Nickolas Butler
A penetrating look at modern American politics and the partisan culture that feeds off its turmoil.
Una selezione di opere utili per comprendere come la famiglia sia una continua fonte di ispirazione, un tema centrale nell’immaginario
cinematografico. Seppur tartassata o trascurata, la famiglia fornisce una risposta ai grandi cambiamenti nella vita...
The Italian Emigration of Modern Times examines diplomatic issues that arose between Italy and the United States over a series of lynchings
of Italian immigrant labourers before World War I. The work explores a significant epoch in Italian economic and diplomatic history which
became intertwined with American ethnic and race relations issues. On one level, the book emphasises the pragmatism and restraint which
characterized Italy’s official reactions to these repeated episodes of murder of its nationals. On another level, it shows that the diplomatic
crises which swirled around the lynching of Italians pushed onto the American political scene the question of whether there should be a
federal anti-lynching law. Naturally, the lynching of Italian nationals in the US produced wide public outrage in Italy. Italian domestic outcries
presented the Italian government with a serious dilemma. Emigrant savings and financial transfers to family members remaining in Italy were
an important economic asset. Italian diplomats launched investigations and protested vigorously, but ended up accepting federal financial
compensation for the victims’ families. The consistent pragmatism and restraint of the Italian government through these episodes of violence
is the unifying theme of the entire work.
Best Food Book of 2014 by The Atlantic Looking at the historic Italian American community of East Harlem in the 1920s and 30s, Simone
Cinotto recreates the bustling world of Italian life in New York City and demonstrates how food was at the center of the lives of immigrants
and their children. From generational conflicts resolved around the family table to a vibrant food-based economy of ethnic producers,
importers, and restaurateurs, food was essential to the creation of an Italian American identity. Italian American foods offered not only
sustenance but also powerful narratives of community and difference, tradition and innovation as immigrants made their way through a city
divided by class conflict, ethnic hostility, and racialized inequalities. Drawing on a vast array of resources including fascinating, rarely
explored primary documents and fresh approaches in the study of consumer culture, Cinotto argues that Italian immigrants created a
distinctive culture of food as a symbolic response to the needs of immigrant life, from the struggle for personal and group identity to the
pursuit of social and economic power. Adding a transnational dimension to the study of Italian American foodways, Cinotto recasts Italian
American food culture as an American "invention" resonant with traces of tradition.
Come si trasforma l'amore quando è talmente coraggioso e audace o forse così tracotante e folle da non farsi intimorire da confini?Quanta
lontananza sopporta, di quanta distanza ha bisogno?Non può essere che il tentativo di convivere con e oltre le frontiere, fallito su scala
mondiale, sia riuscito nelle nuove forme di amore e di famiglia?«Alex ha appena compiuto tre anni, è curiosissimo e molto attivo. Ama il müsli,
le patatine fritte e ancor più le sue automobiline. Ieri ha ricevuto in dono un grosso autobus rosso e stamattina l'ha mostrato subito ai nonni
che lo amano più di qualunque altra cosa al mondo. Lo vedono tutti i giorni, ogni mattino passano con lui un quarto d'ora, a volte anche
mezzora: 'il momento dei nonni', un rituale fisso, tenuto in grande considerazione e rispettato, un momento soltanto dei nonni e di Alex.La
normalissima felicità di una grande famiglia? Sì e no. I protagonisti vivono a migliaia di chilometri di distanza fra loro, i nonni a Salonicco, Alex
a Cambridge, in Inghilterra. Chattare su Skype permette al nonno e alla nonna di essere nella cameretta del nipote, mentre porta Alex a
Salonicco, benché ciascuno rimanga nel proprio luogo: amore alla massima distanza come amore nella massima prossimità»: le famiglie
globali sono caratterizzate da relazioni che convivono al di là dei confini nazionali, religiosi, culturali, etnici, dove troviamo uniti elementi che
apparentemente insieme non dovrebbero stare. Eppure sono queste esperienze, sempre più comuni, a ridisegnare il mondo e i sentimenti.La
società globale irrompe in relazioni e famiglie normali, portando scompiglio, confusione, stupore, piacere, gioia, fratture e a volte anche odio:
viviamo in un mondo nel quale la persona più amata è spesso lontana e quella più distante sul piano affettivo è invece la più vicina nella
realtà.
First Published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
È possibile che Bart Simpson rappresenti la perfetta incarnazione dell’ideale nichilista di Friedrich Nietzsche? Che il comportamento di
Marge sia la realizzazione concreta della classificazione aristotelica delle virtù? Che la mentalità di Springfield sia frutto di un approccio
decostruzionista al reale? Secondo William Irwin, Mark T. Conard e Aeon J. Skoble, per capire l’epopea dei Simpson è più utile rivolgersi a
Immanuel Kant, Karl Marx e Roland Barthes che non ai sociologi o ai critici televisivi. I saggi contenuti in questo libro offrono una serie di
interpretazioni inedite dei personaggi, dei linguaggi e della scorrettezza politica della serie animata più famosa della tv. Gli autori applicano le
armi della dialettica alla cultura pop, fondendo il rigore espositivo tipico della filosofia all’ironia di un oggetto di indagine insolito. E danno vita
a un libro imperdibile per chi si interessa di questioni filosofiche, ma anche per tutti i fan della «famiglia più importante del mondo», che non
smette di far divertire e riflettere milioni di telespettatori.
Film Music in the Sound Era: A Research and Information Guide offers a comprehensive bibliography of scholarship on music in sound film
(1927–2017). Thematically organized sections cover historical studies, studies of musicians and filmmakers, genre studies, theory and
aesthetics, and other key aspects of film music studies. Broad coverage of works from around the globe, paired with robust indexes and
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thorough cross-referencing, make this research guide an invaluable tool for all scholars and students investigating the intersection of music
and film. This guide is published in two volumes: Volume 1: Histories, Theories, and Genres covers overviews, historical surveys, theory and
criticism, studies of film genres, and case studies of individual films. Volume 2: People, Cultures, and Contexts covers individual people,
social and cultural studies, studies of musical genre, pedagogy, and the industry. A complete index is included in each volume.
Whether you are planning a romantic Italian getaway, packing a knapsack for your junior year abroad, or just want to engage your Italian
business associate in everyday conversation, Italian Made Simple is the perfect book for any self-learner. Void of all the non-essentials and
refreshingly easy to understand, Italian Made Simple includes: * basics of grammar * vocabulary building exercises * pronunciation aids *
common expressions * word puzzles and language games * contemporary reading selections * Italian culture and history * economic
information * Italian-English and English-Italian dictionaries Complete with drills, exercises, and answer keys for ample practice opportunities,
Italian Made Simple will soon have you speaking Italian like a native.
The idea of the “mamma italiana” is one of the most widespread and recognizable stereotypes in perceptions of Italian national character
both within and beyond Italy. This figure makes frequent appearances in jokes and other forms of popular culture, but it has also been seen
as shaping the lived experience of modern-day Italians of both sexes, as well as influencing perceptions of Italy in the wider world. This
interdisciplinary collection examines the invented tradition of mammismo but also contextualizes it by discussing other, often contrasting,
ways in which the role of mothers, and the mother-son relationship, have been understood and represented in culture and society over the
last century and a half, both in Italy and in its diaspora.
Mary Cappello, Louise DeSalvo, Sandra M. Gilbert, Maria Mazziotti Gillan, Carole Maso, Agnes Rossi. These are some of the best-known
Italian American writers today. They are part of a literary tradition with mid-twentieth century roots that began to develop, in earnest, in the
late 1970s and early 1980s. During those decades, a number of Italian American women, such as Helen Barolini, began to publish books that
depicted their perspectives on life through the critical lenses of gender, class, and ethnicity. At the end of the twentieth century, this literature
finally blossomed into a fully fledged cultural movement that also took into account issues of sexuality, age, illness, and familial and societal
abuse. Writing with an Accent takes a look at this vibrant literary movement by discussing those first writers of the 1970s and 1980s as well
as later authors. At the center of Edvige Giunta s Writing with an Accent is the literal notion of accent, the marker of linguistic and cultural
difference that separates and identifies recent immigrants to the United States. In this study, an accent symbolically embodies the differences
and creative strategies through which contemporary Italian American women writers engage Italian American culture in works of fiction,
poetry, and memoir. Giunta also looks at the links between the literature and art, music, film, and video produced by contemporary Italian
American women. The literature of the Italian American women in Writing with an Accent is shaped by the complicated connections these
authors maintain with their cultural origins, but also, and perhaps more importantly, by their feminist consciousness and politicized sense of
ethnic identity. Writing with an Accent celebrates and explores a group of authors who characteristically mix the joy and pain of Italian
American life to paint a multifaceted picture of Italian American women and their complex place in U.S. culture.

The Routledge History of Italian Americans weaves a narrative of the trials and triumphs of one of the nation’s largest
ethnic groups. This history, comprising original essays by leading scholars and critics, addresses themes that include the
Columbian legacy, immigration, the labor movement, discrimination, anarchism, Fascism, World War II patriotism,
assimilation, gender identity and popular culture. This landmark volume offers a clear and accessible overview of work in
the growing academic field of Italian American Studies. Rich illustrations bring the story to life, drawing out the aspects of
Italian American history and culture that make this ethnic group essential to the American experience.
Examines the forces that have shaped Italian American writing, from the novels of John Fante to the musings of Tony
Soprano. Robert Viscusi takes a comprehensive look at Italian American writing by exploring the connections between
language and culture in Italian American experience and major literary texts. Italian immigrants, Viscusi argues,
considered even their English to be a dialect of Italian, and therefore attempted to create an American English fully
reflective of their historical, social, and cultural positions. This approach allows us to see Italian American purposes as
profoundly situated in relation not only to American language and culture but also to Italian nationalist narratives in
literary history as well as linguistic practice. Viscusi also situates Italian American writing within the “eccentric design” of
American literature, and uses a multidisciplinary approach to read not only novels and poems, but also houses, maps,
processions, videos, and other artifacts as texts. Robert Viscusi is Professor of English and Executive Officer at The
Ethyle R. Wolfe Institute for the Humanities, Brooklyn College, The City University of New York. He is the author of many
books, including Max Beerbohm, or, The Dandy Dante: Rereading with Mirrors and Astoria: A Novel, winner of a 1996
American Book Award.
La televisione e la rete hanno affiancato il cinema nell'universo della comunicazione per immagini, oggi come non mai
invasiva e pervasiva in ogni aspetto della nostra esistenza. Prendersi, quindi, cura di un tema sempre attuale come
quello della famiglia e della sua rappresentazione attraverso i media è stato un po’ come cogliere i segni del tempo; un
tempo, quello che viviamo, in cui i confini valoriali navigano in un mare di totale incertezza e dove i limiti etici slittano in
continuazione, seguendo dei parametri di complessa definizione e comprensione. Parlare di famiglia vuol dire, inoltre,
parlare di individui e di società. Non a caso, tutti i più grandi autori della storia del cinema si sono confrontati, pur su
differenti livelli, con questo tema. Basterebbe pensare a Ingmar Bergman che, quasi al termine della sua carriera, sente il
bisogno di rappresentare una saga familiare come Fanny e Alexander; oppure a Luchino Visconti che, da Ossessione a
L’innocente, ha posto al centro delle sue storie vicende legate strettamente a un nucleo familiare.
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